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The ultimate guide to drawing fashion flats. Beginners will be drawing flats like a pro in no

time.Professional users will find a wealth of tips and tricks to increase productivity. Learn to: Master

the pen tool; Draw technical flats with ease; Organize layers for quick and easy editing; Create

custom brush and symbol libraries; Design seamless patterns; Generate multiple color ways fast.A

great companion text for "Illustrator for Fashion Design: Drawing Flats" at Lynda.com
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Ladies and gentlemen, this is the dream reference book about fashion illustration for Adobe

Illustrator. I am a recent graduate of UNCG's CARS department, but I never was required to buy this

text. I chose to order it on my own volition as I thought it might be great supplemental material.

Lucky was I, Robin Schneider's handy guide became my go-to for using Adobe Illustrator relative to

fashion design. My professor even liked the content in the book and has planned to include it on

their syllabus, henceforth. This book is filled with specific instructions and diagrams that make

learning Illustrator for fashion design clear and concise - learn how to add ribbing to knits or make

perfectly spaced buttons. Throughout the text, there are examples of students who have used

Schneider's techniques. I recommend any first-year design student to purchase this book and hold

onto it because even the pro's can't retain all there is to know. If you're the good kind, then share it

with all your designer friends!

I have never used AI very much since it seemed easier to use Photoshop to work on most

applications. This book however, made it easy to use the tools and start designing. I have always



hand drawn my designs, but I am looking seriously at using AI for a development tool for my

sketches. I usually stumble through the tools to get my end result. Although, I have been successful

I was never able to replicate what I did and spent way too many hours getting a project just the way

I wanted to.It was a quick read and had lots of examples as the author walked you through every

step or phase for you to feel confident. I now use it as a reference.

I got this book to help me through my final class project. This book provided a clear step-by-step

guide on using illustrator for fashion flats. If you want to learn how to use illustrator and not get

frustrated this is the book to get. I was very surprised over how simple to follow the instructions

were. I ended up getting an A on my project. Would not have been able to get through it without the

help of this book. I am no longer intimidated to use Illustrator!

I bought this for my Fash 110 Illustration Course. i absolutely love it, and it has virtually saved my

life for the course, because I thought it would be difficult to comprehend. It is well written and

accurate. Thanks Robin

I have been taking a general Adobe Illustrator class because my local JC doesn't offer a fashion

specific AI class. I just completed my first set of fashion flats with this book, and it was SO EASY.

The directions are step by step, and the flats come out looking exactly how they're supposed to. I

have yet to do any advanced flats, but my first experience alone was worth the cost of the book.

Robin's website adobeforfashion.com is also an incredible resource with lots of videos and

supportive information. I should add that I'm using Adobe Creative Cloud (as opposed to CS6) and

all the instructions have carried over perfectly.

This is an excellent book and helped alot with short cuts and quicker ways of doing things. If you

want some help and to get the gist of what you can do definitely check out this book.

This is the required textbook for my class.I didn't think it'd be very great considering there isn't very

many good textbooks out there for adobe programs, but this book teaches you how to construct

certain parts of all kinds of garments as well as other stuff.

Great book. It is like the 'Cliff Notes' for creating fashion designs in Adobe Illustrator. Love it!
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